The dangers of
being a woman!
DID

you know that those
nagging headaches you
get every so often could be
down to wearing the
wrong size bra?
Or that those sexy skinny jeans
could be contributing to pins and
needles and leg pain?
So says Attracta Farrell, president ofthe Chiropractic Association
of Ireland. "80% to 90% of women
are currently wearing the wrong

size

bra. Its unbelievable how
women have never even
been fitted properly for a bra in
their lives," she exclaims.
"They're usually either too
embarrassed or pressed for time.
Getting fitted for a bra ca
take the best part of an hour
but it's the best hour
you'll ever spend.
"It doesn't matter
how big or small
many

your cup size is, you
must
be
properly

fitted. It's not just for

—

sportswomen
anyone who wears an
can
ill-fitting bra

"It can lead to
rounded
shoulders
head

carriage. This means
you start to jut your

head forward and can
lead to chronic headaches and pain across
the middle of your
back," she says.
Attracta, who owns
a chiropractic and
health clinic herself, comes across
all sorts and shapes of brassiere in
her line of work.
"Its amazing

the number of
women who are wearing old bras
with the support long washed out
of them.
"You don't have to buy expensive bras. There's nothing wrong
with cheaper bras as long as they
fit right but you don't get the
you

do

for many of the aches and pains

Attracta encounters in her clients
on a daily basis.
"I don't want to deny women
their heels, but you have to be
sensible!" she laughs. "If you're
going to be wearing heels a lot, I
advise you to wear more upmarket
ones as they offer more support. If
you wear heels everyday, then you
shouldn't wear anything higher

those of us addicted to flip-flops are
also guilty of abusing
our bodies.
"Flip
flops
aren't
great. The problem is,
we scrunch our toes to
keep them on and this
works its way up the
smug,

complementary

longevity

unsupported and you're getting
aches and pains across the middle
of your back or your straps keep
slipping, you know you need a new
bra," explains Attracta.
"You'll find your clothes don't
look so good and you feel generally
fatigued. A good-fitting bra will
make you feel taller and you won't
look as if you've four boobs. You'll
have a better silhouette."
Not so surprisingly, the Sex And
The City skyscraper heels we
women adore are also responsible

"Wearing heels all the time
changes the mechanics of the foot
in that it puts too much weight
onto the balls of your foot and toes
and changes your centre of gravity. It causes you to tilt your
pelvis, changing the curves of your
spine. Your muscles become tight
and misaligned and these problems work their way right up
to your head."
But before you get too

consequences.

anterior

So, how do you know if your
trusty old grey T-shirt bra should
be put out to pasture?
"When your bra feels loose and

than two inches.

suffer serious health

and

quality bras."

from

better

Also,
body.
they
provide no shock absorption, so our joints
take all the punish-

ment."

Incredibly,

Attracta

has treated clients suffrom
painful
damage caused
by.. .skinny jeans!
"Yes, wearing very
tight jeans can put pressure on the pelvis

fering

nerve

which can trap a nerve
going down your leg.
This manifests itself in pain going
down the front of the thigh or even
pins and needles."
Attracta explains that chiro-

practic is one of the safest and
most effective treatments for spine
pain.
"Essentially, it's the study of
how joints and muscles work together. The main focus is on the

back because that's where most
nerves exit from and get pinched.'
Before her passion for chiropractic
began, Attracta was a professional
world champion Irish dancer who
danced with Riverdance in the
Nineties.
"I had a car crash in 1996 and it
was chiropractic that got me out of

the pain of whiplash. I went to
chiropractic college after that. I
had already seen the abuse professional Irish dancers subject themselves to, because of the pressure
they put on parts of their feet that
are not meant to bear so much
weight. Many dancers down the
line suffer the consequences of not
minding themselves properly."
Let this be a stern warning to all
of us who like to throw a few
shapes on the dance floor of a Saturday night wearing our skinny
jeans and six-inch heels!

Bras that give you headaches, pelvis-tilting heels and skinny jeans
that give you pins and needles... it's hard to be a woman. ADA CASEY
finds out why and what we can do to ease the pain

